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Introduction to Muktze 
 

Items are deemed Muktze due to a number of different characteristics. 

 

Muktze Machmas Gufo 

 

An item that currently does not have any designated use is muktze and may not be 

handled on Shabbos. 

 

Examples include:  stones; inedible peels, pits, or shells; a broken utensil, door or 

handle or any loose item that is meant to be attached to the house; loose screws and 

bolts; thread and buttons; raw food that is not edible; animals; bushes growing from 

the ground; money. 

 

Additionally, an item that is not a utensils but whose use is prohibited on Shabbos is 

included in this category as well. 

 

Examples include:  soap and deodorant bar; shampoo; makeup; toothpaste; 

creams; detergents; insecticides; glue; shoe and nail polish; medicine and healing 

substances; cigarettes. 

 

Muktze Machmas Chisaron Kis 

 

An item that one refrains from using due to concern that it may become damaged or 

ruined is muktze and may not be handled on Shabbos.  

 

Examples include: 1.  An object whose primary use is prohibited on Shabbos, and 

due to its worth or fragility would not be used for any other purpose, such as a laptop 

or camera; stamps, business documents, important receipts, or blank notebooks; an 

Esrog (which is not used on Shabbos) that one is careful not to touch to avoid 

damage1.  
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2.  An object that is generally not moved due to its worth or delicateness, such as 

framed artwork hanging on a wall that one is careful not to move to avoid fingerprints. 

 

3.  Unused merchandise that one intends to sell or return to a store.   

 

Kli Shemilachto l’Iissur 

 

An object whose primary function is not permitted on Shabbos may only be handled 

for the purpose of its use or the use of its place. 

 

Examples include:  electrical appliances and accessories; car keys; gardening 

equipment; sewing equipment; musical or sound making equipment; umbrella; tools or 

scissors; pots, covers, aluminum pans, cookbooks or oven racks; comb, hair brush with 

stiff bristles that pull out hair; nail clipper; tooth brush with thin bristles; mop; exercise 

equipment; sponge; hat brush; laundry equipment; tape; paper towel rolls, tissue 

paper rolls and garbage bag rolls (that the bags are attached); roll of aluminum foil; 

writing implements, blank paper2, whiteout and erasers; carving molds of pictures and 

magnetic letters; wallets and purses; catalogs; phonebooks; measuring instruments 

and timers; fire extinguisher; candlesticks and accessories; Tefillin3; animal traps. 

 

 

Note:  Handling a muktze item for its use is only permitted when there is no 

alternative permitted utensil available. For example, an empty pot or aluminum pan 

should not be used to store food if a non-muktze container is available for this purpose. 

  

Note:  According to some Poskim an item that does not have any permitted function 

on Shabbos should not be handled on Shabbos even for the sake of its place. Therefore 

it is preferable not to handle such items even for its place. Examples include an 

electrical appliance (such as a fan, radiator, or alarm clock) that is turned off. 

 

                                                           
2 According to Rav Moshe Feinstein blank paper may not be moved even for its use or its place. 
However many Poskim permit moving paper for its use and the use of its place. 
3 In cases of necessity Tefillin may be handled. 
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